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Correlator usage 
  DiFX used for production at MPIfR since 2009 

  Correlator utilized approx. 50% for astronomy & 50% for geodesy 

  Correlator for the GMVA (2 sessions per year) 

  Correlation of 1mm VLBI (also at Haystack) 

  Correlation of RadioAstron 

  Currently running DiFX 2.2.0 for production 

  Running costs shared equally between the MPIfR and the BKG (German Federal 
Mapping Agency).  

  Usage statistics  in 2012: 

51 R1 

6 Euro 

5 T2 

43 INT3 

16 Astronomical 



Cluster Hardware 

60 dual-quadcore computers 
480 compute nodes 

3 user-frontend computers 

12 RAID.Systems:                 
505TB total capacity 

Interconnect:                           
1 x DDR Infiniband               
2 x Gbit Ethernet 

Energy consumption:         
8-30 kW 

OS: ScientificLinux 6.3 (64-bit) 

Major cluster replacement/
upgrade planned for 
2014 



Data playback 

Mark5 playback units at the MPIfR correlator: 

Tested installation of 64-bit SDK9.3 on a Mark5C machine. 

⇒ Works  as expected (for playback) 

⇒ SDK 9.3 still has „large read“ problem observed on kernels 
> 2.6.18 

4 Mark5A 

2 Mark5B 

8 Mark5C 

OS: Centos 5.5 with 2.6.18 kernel 
32-bit architecture 

SDK: 9.1 



DiFXDB 
Use difxdb suite of  tools for administration of  disk 

media and experiments. 

-  comedia: administration of  the disk module library 

-  expad: experiment administration 

-  getmodules, getslot, getreleaselist,getexplist, 
difxqueue 



Issues resolved 

-  No major issues lately. DiFX has become very stable 
and mature. 

-  difxwatch: new headnode utility program that checks for 
progress of mpifxcorr. If inactive for a (configurable) amount of 
time the hanging job will be killed. Also performs other cleanup 
tasks, e.g. killing leftover difxlog jobs. 

-  => has enabled us to do unattended 24/7 correlation. 



Cluster renewal 
  VLBI2010 

  32Gbps, 20 stations 
  datarate increases by factor of  120 

Mark6 will allow playback of  16Gbps which reduces 
correlation time by factor 10 

Still: current cluster would need 13 days for correlation 
of  VLBI2010 experiment 



Cluster renewal 
  VLBI with ALMA 

 64Gbit/s recording rate x N stations 

 will require powerful cluster to correlate  


